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Sustainability Program
C u s t o m e r s a re free to p u rc h ase natural gas se rvices or electricity
se rv ice s f r o m a retai ler of th eir choice. For a list of retailers,
v i sit u c a h e l ps.alb erta.c a or c all 310 4822 (t oll f ree in A lbe rt a)
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our mission
To support small scale microgenerators in Alberta by providing them with
fair market value for their excess generation
To offer a marketplace for local Green Energy Offsets
To encourage the development of local renewable energy projects in Alberta
To contribute towards Alberta’s Climate Action goals and GHG reductions

Our programs
ACE and our founding member, SPARK (Alberta Renewable Energy Cooperative),
have always been at the forefront of developing new innovative programs to
remove barriers for supporting renewable energy development in our province.
After the Light Up Alberta Program was shut down in 2015, SPARK launched a
local Green Offset Program.

SPARK GREEN OFFSET PRogram
Our SPARK Green Offset Program is the
first of its kind in Alberta.
Through this unique program, individuals and
businesses have the opportunity to purchase locally
generated Green Energy Offsets from solar, wind
or other renewable energy generators in Alberta.
Our program cuts through red tape and regulatory
barriers, enabling consumers to freely support
renewable energy generators of their choice.
www.ACEnergy.ca

info@ACEnergy.ca

we have directed

more than

$70,000
t0 over 140

alberta
microgenerators

1-888-865-8750
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Solar and wind microgenerators in Alberta generate excess
energy that is exported into Alberta’s electrical grid.
By signing up as a SPARK Certified Green Generator with ACE,
microgenerators are able to sell the renewable energy attributes
of their exported energy as Green Energy Offsets to our customers.
ACE customers can choose to “green” some or all of their electricity
consumption by purchasing Green Energy Offsets from our SPARK
Certified Green Generators such as a local wind turbine or a
specific group of solar microgenerators that are located in their
neighbourhood or community.
When Green Energy Offsets are purchased by our customers, ACE
ensures that their financial support goes directly to the SPARK
Certified Green Generators through an open and auditable process.
In addition to receiving the existing Alberta microgeneration credit,
SPARK Certified Green Generators receive 1.85 cents/kWh for their
Green Energy Offsets.

Choose your level of support
When signing up for an ACE energy plan,
you can choose the percentage of power
usage that you would like to green!

www.ACEnergy.ca

100% = $0.020 per kWh
75% = $0.015 per kWh
50% = $0.010 per kWh
25% = $0.005 per kWh

info@ACEnergy.ca

1-888-865-8750
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green generator PRogram
We have developed a comprehensive program for microgenerators that offers
higher compensation when they are exporting more energy to the grid than
they are consuming, as well as a competitive rate plan to switch over to when
they are producing less energy and are more reliant on grid power.
In addition, our green generators have the opportunity to sell the renewable
energy attributes of their exported energy as Green Energy Offsets to our
customers through our Green Offset Program.

How does it work?
high export months
(April - September)

low export months
(october - March)

Green generator
rate plan

sale of Green
energy offsets

fusion
rate plan

sale of Green
energy offsets

2 5.85 cents +
$0.0085 /kWH

1.85 cents/kWH

Market Rate
+ $0.0085/kWh

1.85 cents/kWH

with a security cap
of 9.15 cents + EMR / kwh

YOU pay

YOU pay

2 5.85 cents + EMR /kWH

Up to 9.15 cents + EMR /kWH

YOU receive

YOU receive

UP TO 2 8.55 cents/kWH

up to 11.85 cents/kWH

There are No exit fees & you can Easily switch
between our rate plans

www.ACEnergy.ca

info@ACEnergy.ca

1-888-865-8750

